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` UNIVERSITY REFORM .IN QUEBEC:. THE STRIKE AT LAVAL 1976*

Higher education in Quebec has always differed from that in the rest

of Canada. Its beginnings in the seventeenth century (well over a century

before ,the firstEmglish Canadian college) drevon French Models, whereas

the English colleges naturally turne o Oxford, and Cambridge in the first

instance. While the English Canadian collevs were visibly influenced by

their'Scottish and American counterparts in the latter half of the nine
; G.

teenth century, Quebec colleges remained'firmly entrenched in the pure

classicism Of prerevolutionary FranCe until well into the twentieth

The Roman Catholic Church has always been a major influence behind

French Canadian colleges (and until.ten years ago, formallxso).
2

The

forerunner of Quebec's oldest university was a seventeenth century Jesuit

foundation, *and after becoming l'Universit6-Laval in

V

3

, it received a

charter from-the Pope (in 1870) as well as one from Queen Victoria. Under

Church control', a, tradition of firm paternalistic authoritarianism arose,
, ck

which the expandinsk-university administration of the.last thirty years:

.steadily exploited for its own selfaggrandizement. With Church backing,

this could be carried off successfully, but after formal Church control
. .

of Laval, ceased in 1965, at a time when the university (and thus the

I am extremely grateful to Professor Robert Demers of tTie Laval University
Law Zaculty, and SPUL Secretary for that Faculty, for giving generously of
his time to discuss the strike with me at length. My thanksare'also due
to SPUL itself, which made available toine a large 'number of strike leaflets
and other documents.

1
.

As a.shorthand device, I use the term Quebec colleges or universities in
this paper to refer to the French ones, unless otherwise stated.

2
The .French universities' were urged to give up their ponek4ical charters

by the Parent CommisSion in 1966. Robert M. Gill, Universities and Develop
ment in-Quebec, Ph.D. thesis, Duke University,,19-76, p. 80:

5
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administtation also) was expanding more than ever, the faCulty beg4n

quickly to resent the rule of bureaucrats over their affairs.

Majoi changes had been set in motion'by the 1963 RoyaloCommisgion
. p

of Inquiry.into Education in Quebec: The resulting -report recommended

,,
\ \
. . *

.

the setting-up of quite neW Institutions, the CEGEPs, to prepafe high,
N.

school students for. university entry. This,was-a move towards demo-
.,

cratiSing access to higher education and was followed by ,a significant

increase in the student intake. 'So,rapi.d was the'rixse in numbers, that

the government founded a new multi - campus university in 1969,
0

sit6 du,Quebec, to cope with the situation. The concomitant expansion

of faculty led overall to a lowering of the average age of professors,

and this,combined with a weakening of the loyalty:to the institution,
A S

the sense of belonging, which had pervaded the old, small, single-campus

colleges, probably made the new faculty less intrinsically hostile to

the idea of Unionization. There was, moreovef,,much to create a feeling
.'ft

3 of insecurity. -University'expansion had led to budgetary economies on

the salary side. Professors' salaries increased only 53% in the decade

a.
1960-70', compared to a 14D% rise for secondary teach-ets. At the 'end of

the sixties, Quebec professors' salaries were 5t lower than their col-
,

leagues - in Ontario, yet by-1971-72, they were 17.3% behind. Not only
0

that, b6t the rating of the 'professors''salary aboVe the average earnings

in .Quebec had diminished by 15% in a decade.
3

This did, ofccourse,
-'5

*
COlfiges d'EnseignemenE Genefil et Professlonel-

ilg,ndre C. Cote, "La Syndicalisatio i des ProfAsseurs
OU6bec,"4in Universities and the 'LW, Legal Revarch
iiiitversity of .Manitoba 1975, p. 29:

0 0
o

d'Ainiversit4'im
Institute of" the

4 T/



correct a previously rather high Imbalance: yet could not but give the

impression that faculty salaties wereeing whittled away by a penny-
.,

pinching government.,

Ii was quite plain that the Quebec legislature was playing an in-

creasingly intrusive role in the affairs of the universities. To begin

with, it demanded strict accountability of the vast sums of Money now

being poured into the higher' education sector. Whereas the governmgnt

had provided 'only 4878 Of. the Quebec universities' 1961-62 budget of

$19 million, its share of the burden had increased ten years later to

78% of what not.; amounted to a $288 million budget.
4

Ever since the

creation in,1964 by the Quebec Education Ministry of the lArection

G4ngrafe-de l'Enseignement SuOrieur (DIGES) as a budgetai-y watchdog,

the erosion of university autononly_became_incredsingly clear.'

No -one could 'say, however, drat the structure of academic govern-ata
.

ment had stagnated at Laval. In many 'ways it was a leader of the field.

The 1966 Duff-Berdahl Report, responding to_danadian faculty complaints

,P1

about their non-involvement, recommended! their inclusion on governing
.

bodies:
5

at Laval, this was already established practice, and re-affirmed
,

by the mid-hixties revision of the university charter.6 In 1972, an
.

4
Ibidem.

. -

5
Sir James Duff and Robert 0. Berdahl, University Governm0t,in Canada, '

Report of a Commission sponsored by the Canadian Assdciation 8f Unive ;sity
Teachers and the Association of Universities andColleges of' Canada,
University of To onto - Press, 1966, p: 21ff.

,

:')Barbara Burna firms:that this set a precedent for the French Canadian
universities. Barbara:B. Burn, Higher Education tn.liine Countries: . .

A Comparative Study of Colleges_and universities Abroad, Carnegie Commission
on Higher Education, 1971,

.
p. 103. ''

-..
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unusuelly liberal process_kfoi the selection 'o

,

e rector was introduced

at Laval. No longer an unlimited appointment, it became an elected posi-

;;--

tion (of five-years' tenure), "(ae by ati.electoval college composed of
-

,./
members of the governing body, and,p(t the teaching and non-teaching s taff.

:-K".' .....,,.

Three-quarters of the college's handred members were elected by their.
.

. ,, , ',
.

, .

'peers, which however did not prevenIE a prepondganee of adminkstitdrs

A' i
. ,

,, .

.7
somein this body. Yet while Laval appeared to be leading the way in ome

areas of dyocratisation, the faculty felt a growing insecurity vis--vis

an increasingly powerful administration, which was perceived as playing

to theie own, or to the provincial government's tune, but certainly not,

td the faculty's:

In 1969, the concept ofa "recognized association" was del e ted from

the Quebec Labour Code. Thermeforth Ora-Caccredited" associations could

.

enjoy the legal right to negotiation. Thus any agreement'between a uni-

versity ind an unofficial body, such as the FAPUQ which had for some

years. hdddealinas- with both DICES and CREPUQ,
+

could be declared legally

invalid. In
.

this situation, FAPUQ urged its constituent groups to press

for the accreditation of union status. It was believed (rightly) that
,

many professors would now support unionization desp,ite the tradition ''

against it in universities, partly because Of their growing insecurity

and,partly .because the recent unionization of physicians and lawyers in

*
4 Federation des Associations de Professeqrs d'Universites du Quebec.

.. ,

Conference des Recteurs.et Principaux des Universites du Quebeo.
.

.

7
R.S. Harris, "The Universities of Canada," Commonwealth Universities

Yearbook 1976: A Directory to the Universities of the Commonwea1s.'a cnd
the Handbook of their Association, London 1976, Vol. 2, p. 732.

5
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.

Quebec had demonstrate that it was no longer disreputable for a pro-
:

fessional person to b g to..a union.

111e -,way iniwhit unionization koceeded was, however,, entirely
,

( - h4phazard. There occurred, as one commentator has described it,,, a
.

,
.

.
''balkanisation of bargaining units.. "Thus many single facultiest and

, . . -

.7\
(-

even grows within a Faculty, attempted to form their own union. There

were several reasons for thq: in the first place, there was still a '

. 44.

fear that university -wide support would be insufficient to claim repre-
,

-sentation for all professors. In sbMe cases, a, Faculty feared that its

members would be the losers if.obliged to bargain alongside their col-
.

leagues throughout the university. In particular; the highly paid

members of Law and 'Medical Feculties(realised that a negotiated lowest

Gammon denominator of salaries would do them severe finIncial.harm.
,

a
I

', The preliminary Confusion may be illUsirated b.y the example of

engineering faculty in Quebec. The first "accredited" association in

the province was that of the engineering professors in the University of

Sherbrooke's Faculty.of Applied Science. However, a-parallel attempt by

their cblleagues in the engineering departments of the Univeffilte du

. Quebec A qrols-Rivieres (UQTR) In October 1970 was turned down in favour

of a concurrent request for accreditation for a university -wide. union.

Meanwhile, Laval University engineering professors won their claim for

separate accredltation'at about the same time. In their case, the uni-

f

. .versity appealed the decision. the Labour Tribunal decided, acting on

the precedent of the UQTRcase, that the personsin question were not

so much engineers as they were professors, and that therefore a union of

the professprs in the university was more appropriate for representatioAal
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purpOses than a voluntary associatiot on the basis of prof'essional

interests. This shut the door on unionization of departmental groups

within a Faculty,., A 1972 commission decided -similarly to reject th5e
. ,

applications of six Fapaties atthe UniverSitg de Sherbrooke for

separate accreditatidns on three grounds: the structure of the uni-, V

versity was such that they all served the same "employer"; the various

Faculties really possessed a commonality of interests; and separate

. unions would not be conduciveto industrial peace'in the university at

large: rather, the existence of a multiplicity of different collective

agreements would lead to constant renegotiation and probably ill feeling

-not only vis -a -vis the university, but between the FacultiestheMselves.

Although the climate of academic opinion was flaw less hostile to

the idea of unions, this did &Pt mean that the Laval professors clamoured

to setone up. There were of course always minor grievances which a per-
4

manent negotiating body might more efficiently take care of as the need%
0

arose, but there were no real.issues to act as a catalyst. The growing

uneasiness of the faculty was however gradually. exploited by a certain
A

group of junior faculty (several leaders'of .which hailed from France,

and were well-versed in radical academic politics) in order to gain broad

faculty support for an official union.,

There were three main areas of concern, which affected particularly

the junior faculty. In 1976, Robin Harris f1:47's able to write of Canada in

general:

8
C6t6, p. 34ff.

r

J

^If
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Today there is great variation from university to
univers ty in the procedure for obtaining tenure

.though in all cases it is carefully spelt out...
the granting of tenure is almost invariably made
on the recommendation of a committee appointed for 6

the purpose.9

Not so, at Laval! The' departments and faculties used a hodge-podge of

procedures ranging from full consultation to almost none. The.machihery

was there, but on the whole, heads of department and deans tended to

;
.

neglect formalised collegial crsultation, andmake appointments and

promotions on their,own individual authority 1n the name.of speed and

efficiency.
10

The faculty felt left out of personnel decisions, and

Alienated from their departmental head, who, though also a professor,

often'iderftified once he had become a bureaucrat, they felt, more with

an administrative "Arps Vence" of the University than with his

colleagues in the department.
11' 1-

-

The absence of collegial governance was closely allied to the

second conVrn: the sextremely precarious position of the untenured
. e

faculty. .There was no fixed period of probation, and an.assistant pre

fessor might in extreme cases be.kept waiting for uto ten years for a

tedvre decision. Moreover, there was nomechanism for appeal against

dismissal.. Indeed, it was clear that the high turnover of assistant

profgssors,without the-granting of -tenure was
(

often a deliberate and

arbitrarily applied budgetary' device, which showed little concern for

9-
Harris, p. 787.

\
10 I

At Laval there are 50.departments and 12 faculties. In those faculties
which do not subdivide into departments (e.g., law and-theology), the
dean performs the fuhcEion'of the head of department.

11
SPUL leaflet "La Greve A Laval," I.December 1976, p. 2.
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ndivid6a1 scholastic merits, to save the University the'higher salaries

of tenured po%itions.

Thirdly, there was- at Laval no fixed salary scale, thodgh itrwas the

last Quebec university to .lack one.
12

Each faculty member received a

salary individually determined by his dean, with random supplementary'
. -

emoluments at the latter's discretion.
13

.Thus it was not.uncommon for
.

the -salaries of professors with the same qualifications, age and experi7nce

to differ by as much as $8,000-$10
0300.14

Women professors received:liss

as a matter of course.

Whereas Msgr. Alphonse-Marie Parent, himself a former-rector of Laval

0 4

and author of radical change in Quebec education, cou;1 write in 1966 that

the internal administrative structure, wherprofessors
have their' say in.the administration of universities,
is likely to change-completely the type of relationship
existing between administration and professors, a rela-
tionship thus teasing to be one of employer and employee...,

15'

I

his` own Universite Laval was one of the last places where this was to occur.

it was 1,1 July 1974 that a grOUP of Laval professors applied to

the Quebec Ministry of Labor for accreditation of a faculty union. ,This*

request was granted dh'31 January 1975, at which time the Syndicat des

Professeurs de l'Universite Laval (SPUT.) was officially acknowledged as

the rep,:esentative and bargaining agent of-the faculty. both SPUL and

.

12
, ,

SPUL broadsheet*"Au fi/ de la negociation,"1 Setember 1976, p. 4.

13
The

. ,
. . , .

i amount ofthe salary was ratified ultimately by thevice-rector for

academic affairs. ,-/`

14
"La Greve :a. Lavalv4.1.December 1976, p. 15. ,

.

15 -Alphonse-Marie Parent, "Patterns of Ccllaboration,",Governments and the a

TinivfIrsitv: The 1464ark-University Frank Gerstein Lectures, Tbronio/

New York 1966, p.h.63.. ./
1 4:;!

4

,t.

.
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the U iveesity had already set up committees in.the autumn of 1974 to

prepare fOr the negotiation of a general contract between University

and faculityYbut it rs-not until May 1975 -tha-eformal meetings between,
' 4

the two sites took place. At a meeting On 6 November 1975, the union :"*"..
o - I

presepited its plan,ror,a collectille agreement, which was accorded a
*/.7,,

, k I
V

formal reply on the part off, only on 19 February 1976..

-....... .

Clearly, the-University was
.
in no hurry to commit itself.

.. .

.

. .
, .

Indeed, the administratioh had meanwhile been busily preparing its
, 0/

defensive action against the probable restrictions of its own authority

which faculty unionization4(and in particular, a jointly negotiated

collective agreement) would bring. The 'Quebec Compittee of Vice-Rectors
AS'

*of Academic Affairs circulated a number 'of Confidential memoranda in.
-

-.
preparation-for the formulation of mandates to the Conference of Rectors

.

.

. and Principals of the Universities of Quebec {CREPUO),"concerning the

A . ,
,

.
,..

e
,

suggested basis forsnegotiations
A
with unions, which: were at this time

1 .i.

4. .

r %

forming at a number of.QuebecPpniveritieS. It declared in these its
... ,

''' .. ,
...., . %

intention that "the. union must not be allowed fegallY or.
4theOreticallyV/,-,

I',

to Se'preSent in any official structure,," in other Words iti,status of
.

. .

. '

an outsider was to be-maintained.
16:

It was viewed as a rather unpleasant
4 . i a

sore-on the university corpus, regretfully to be tolerated but -snot to be
6.

. r
accepted as a necessary component. The committee saw the unions as-a

*,

16
This andth following extracts from SPUL leaflet i'Mandates for the

. . .

Conference of Rectors and Principals of.the Universities of Quebec
(CREPUQ) Regarding Labor ,Reltions with the:Academic Staff, NoveMber
1976. The documents were leaked tql-SPUI at a crucial period of the

.

strike Lnegotiations. Also printed in e Syrdiealisme YftiVersitaire
et l'Etat par un collectif.-eilniversitaires (Introduction by Andre

-Vidricaire), Montrea1,1977, pp. 187-205



threat tq "the realize-L:1°n of the university's mission ":

Everything posAble.shoUld be done in order to ensure

quality education and aintain the 'highest standards

through Its programs and by the research which it

.,authorizes. On this'demand, no compromise is possible. .

,

and the university through, its administrators is

the guarantor: high sandards_must be protested from

- prejudicial attacks. (My emOhasi's GJG).

The administrators were absolutely 'clear on the question s
of job selectin,

tht "hi-ring i$ a management prerogative of the university." The doCil

mentS reveal:,,that there was no intention of modifying' significantly the

contentious practice of tenure and promotional review by giving the

pr'ofessors' peers greater weight than the administration: f
,

If the evaluation pr'dcess is an instrument of university
management, it becomes paraddxical and can lead to Con
fusion for e,body composed of a majority of unionized

professors to exercise this function. Therefore, the
eval4ation committee shoUld be composed either of an

equal number or a majority of university i.e.';

management representatives... In practice the evaluators

would be competent ino :-thetprofessor's particular disci

mpline, but half or a majority (depending on the formula

',chosen) of the evaluation .committee should hold adminis
trative positions add thus would. not be unionized.

.

It wag precisely the argument of SPUL that the administrators, cut of

from teaching and research, were no longer fully competent to pass

judgment on the faculty as teachers and researchers.

The'painfully slow pace of negotiations in the Spring of 1976 led

the union to conclude that the University was seeking to delay the col

lective agteement for as long as possible. =Paced'with virtually no

progress, $PUL. delivered a detailed proposal for a,salary.agreement,to
,

the Universd.ty qn 21May 1976, and demanded arbitratidn. The UniVersity

signalled its intention to suspend tabs untilthe arbitrator was selected

by the provincial governMent. When no announcement hadrbeen made within

C

a,

0
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a month, a.'general meeting of SPUL members ag'reed to strike if this

became necessary. The very same day, the SPUL president, Joel de la Noue,

. received A telephone call, naming-the_arbitrator.
17

. Yet it was another

month before. the first meeting of the two parties took place in the pre-

sence of the arbitrator, who promptly announced that he was; leaving for

. a month's vacation. Despite his absence, the negotiations continued in

August at the insistence of SPUL, in an-attempt to reach a sett1ement.by

4
the beginning of the academic year on 1 September. By 18 August 1976,

the agreed Reriod of arbitration expired and no significant progress had

been ma4. This led the general Assembly..of SPUL members to vote to go

ahead with the, strike. Unusually under the circumstances, the voting was

by secret bailot, and produced 402 votes for the strike, with 43 against .

and 22:abstentionS.18 Continuing meetings in the following days with the

administration did nothing to alter this resolution, and the strike,

which was to last 108 days, began on 7 September 1976.

There was picketing, but the general tenor of the strikeswas of a
-

dignified show of force. Six hundred and fifty professors turned out to

picket the meeting of the governing body, the Conseil, de l'Universitd,

on 10 September.' At this time there were something over 800 members of

SPUL out of a:possible 1084 profesiors. The strike' leaders-were determined

6 behave correctly and to avoid proyocation. .Aoieaflet distributed to.

the pickets stressed:

17
SPUL leaflet "Chronologie des

, 0
ngaodialions et tables des documents," n.d.

.

.. ,

18
-Frangoise Cot6, "La Grve ii i'bniVexsitg L C' estg est da structure! du

- -,-

, .

pouvoir a l'universite qui est en cause...;".University. Affairs,%yvemjaer
'1975, ii..3. .

,

-

*.
V

1
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This is not
1

thd time fo stupidit4s, as amusing as they

might be. Do not take an initiative without consulting

those it charge of our Ateket. Let is show ourselves in

silence. IC is more eloquent.19 .
,

.-. ,

,
.

For the rest, a daily newsletter began to appear, the Bolte a Lettres,-
,

Correspondance des Lignes, which was less restrained with its irreverence,
:

..
' ;.1 . -

. . ,

though remarkably goody - humored.'-
.

For example, there was sore banter con-

nected with the fact that the faces of their Masters on the Conseil de

l'Universite, as they filed in tpthe meeting past -them, were "totally

.

unkhown to the majority of piekets. The vice- rector for academic affairs

. . 0

was-mistaken by many as a representative of the manual staff's-union.
2

. ,

Ariother newsletter produced an_imaginary,Lettre Persane; a witty comment .

on the situation in 181h centutY prose after the style of Montesquieu.
2

-
1

4s the strike drew on, hqrever, theodeaflets became more serious in

tone ad examined il-v9 etail the points. of grievance. ,Therector of
.

'''.

v

Laval, Larkin Kerwin, k no direct part in the altercations at first,

but finally consented to mett with SPUL president Joel de la Noiie on

. 19 October 1976,,after several days of deadlock in negotiations. After,

o

an apparently encouraging disctssiOn*across the table, the rector then
. ,

reneged on some of his';yerbally promised concessions in a letter to

Noire the tolipwing day,' which presented- the "positiOns of the

University on the questions diScussed.,He denied that the rulings of
7- t

an appeals committee on dismissals could ever be of a binding natureil ,'

19
SPUL leaflet "Les Professeurp accueillent le Conseil de l'Universite," n.d.

20 SPUL newsletter "Nouvelles des Lignes'," 10 September-1976.

-) 21
SPLL, 'newsletter "Boite :1_,Leitres - Correspondence des Lignes, n.d.,

("Detovverte eune Nouvelle Lettre Persane"),
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el reiterated .yesterday to you that there is no
question of the-University's conferring on such
a committeethe powers of'a tribunal of arbitration.

. 4'

He also upheld his refusal to accord decisive powers to the departmental

assemglies in cases of disagreement with their head.of department.
.9

Kerwin had' been adAT..q.nt onc-nLmber of occasions that, only if heads
, .

of department and deans retained ultimate.responsibility for decisionn

making; would the University be able to conduits business "efficiently,

without the dlays*imposed by. consulting a large. number of people."
23

These and other positions, which had been verbally represented rather

differently, {so incensed the members of SPilL by their "lack of justifi-.

-
cation and tactical coloration"

24
thata petitiOn of no-confidence was

drawndemanding thd-rector's resignation, which had been sitned by

608 professors'by 2 November. 'Kerwin claimed to have beep)mtsrepresented,
VV.' - . . 4

1 ' . .
and 'complained of "psychological warfare" in a letter to all the faculty.

1.
\' ,

,

. :
t

'But this shot brought a sharp rebuke from one group of professors:

This las t tactic, which consists of communicating
directly with the unionized professors beyond the
negotiatingjale, is well- known, and used in the
world of labor relations as a substitute for nev-

- fictions in good faith, with the evident goal of
breaking union solidarity by attempting to,under-
mine the credibility of the, duly-elected union
representatives.. On top of.your.frequent recourse
to such manoeuvres, you dare to assert that the
union otf-ficials are ill-informed: could It be that

',.the Information stemming from.your,Administration
is notreliable? Need we remind you that this

22
Kerwin.to de la Noae, 20 October 1976.

2
Nanc Sullivan: "Strike of Laval Professors is in Sixth Week," University

Affairs, Nov'eMber 1976, p. 2.

-

24
De la Not:le to Kerwin, 21 October 1976:

1.4`'^ 11
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:behaviour

employers
fessional

is extremely characteristic of aRti-union
and that we doonot doubt that your pro-='!,001'

25
negotiator is very' well acquainted with,it?

Despite finding that intellectual strikers could,be the most infuriating

4

to deal with, the rector ignored the calls for his resihnati9n, yet he

was driven tb undertake decisive steps. He summoned' for a special ses-

sion fromi27-31 October the Congeil de l'UniverSite, from which a number

of faculty representatives had r4 ow resigned in support of the strikers.

his body then,transmitted to.SPUL twenty-six propositions, representing

its "final and glob: offer."7N

In these, the.University still insisted on maintaining the barrier

96
between administrators and faculty. It refused the head of department,,

)..

who 'chaired'eddepartmental assembly, actual membership and voting

rightsin it, which was vehemently denounced by SPUL as a wilful sabotige

of collegiality. The head of department was still to be empowered to

reject outright, in the case of a new or vacant post, the job description

.

and selection criteria recommendedby the assembly. Furthermore, the

administration continued to refuse the possibility of impartial arbitra-

tion in appeals againSt the non-renewal of a professor's conttact.(the

administration's euphemism for dismissal). The most it would concede

was referral'to a committee of revision presided over by the vice-rector

who had ruled against the renewal ins the first place, and of which three-
,/

out of the four other members were appointed by the administratiOn.
27

25,
Letter of 22 professors to Kerwin, 26 October 1976.

SPUL-leaflet "Analyse compdt ,coee des deux'projets de conventionlleciive,"
1 November 1976.

26

La Grave a Laval," 1 Decetber 1976,.p. 13.

1
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Past experienCe had shown these committees to be somewhat suspect in

their impartiality. Furthermore, it seemed that salaries would still

be awarded at levels decided purely at the head of department's or

dean's discretion,-Is'ever. The "final and glObal offers" revealed

that the University was still unwilling to institute a formalized
- .

salary scale to eliminate.the yawning discrepancies between the sale-
.

ries of'equally quelified'and experienced people. It was argued that

inAvtdually negotiated salaries were .necessary in order to take into

.account the "dynamics of the market," and not to risk losing scholaxs

who might be attracted elsewhere 1y more favorable salaries.28 It is

hard to see the validity of this argument in Quebec at least, for all

the other universities in the province Cto which l'rench-speaking pro-
,

. .

:fedS-6CS would bemOst likely td go) already had fixed salary sT's

(some under renegotiation) by the'time.the Laval strike began.

'In short, the sharing of power which the administration was pre-

pared to grant was minimal in real terms: The sociologist, Guy Rocher,

apemberof the Royal Commission in the sixties, pointed out in a tele-

vision interview that this was a province-wide problem.
29

'In most places,

the formulae for faculty involvement were already present but generally 4

insufficient, justoas trueeparticipation in decision-making was merely

illusory. Consultation at the base level, according to Rocher, although '

e

frequent, carried but little weight; Instead, the administration tended

28
SPUL newsletter,,"Boite a Lettres.- Correspondence des Lignes,""1,5 Sep-

tember 1976, ("Dynemique du marche ou invitation au marchandage ").

. 29
SPUL newsletter "Mite a Lettres Correspondence des Lignes," n.d.

("Compte rendu.de l'entrevue donnee a Present Quebec'par Guy Rocher le
lundi 13 septembre a 17h30").' See also,footpote 18.
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to centralise power for the sake of efficiency. Rocher called this a

concept. of ','systematic no-confidence." The head of department had no

confidence in the ability of the departmental assembly to make the

.

right decision, or at least to reach it quickly enough. The fact that

the real situationlin other Quebec universities wassimilar to, if not

quite as crass as many aspects of Laval's problems caused many scholars

elsewhere to fOcus their attention on the outcome of the dispute at

Laval. For they 1:ere clear that any structural alterations there woad

have. a marked effect on other unions' demands for similar improvements

during 1977.

- The radical change of gomernment in the Province during November,

when the Parti Queb*cois took over fr6m the Liberals,;clelcly weakened

the University's position. Whereas most of the administratoN were old

Liberals, large numbers of the faculty sympathised with the PQ, which in

turn was 4ager for opportunities to bow that it stocd pn the side of

progress. Whereas it was felt by some that the previous agyext-Ee717.-liad

. .

encouraged the,administration's autocratic stand, as facilitating govern-

ment control, the a'dminist tion Could no longer go to the bargaining

table at the nd ofIhNove be secure in the knowledge.of government.backing,

This facilitated compromise and the despatch of the collective agreement

which might otherwise have been delayed still,elonger. It should be teted,

however, that the PQ not comefout in support of the strikers but

diplomatically refused to intervene in the strike, despitethe;presence

of three strikers in the new Cabinet! Rather than alienate top,many

ople by its endorsement of radical measures, it prefdrred to bring more

title influence to bear pn the issue by its marked absence of support for

au
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I
the university administration, weakening their pdsition'by its own

apparent'impartiality and 'aloofness.

, After the general assembly of SPUL had rejectjgdsthe University's

"final and global offers" on 3 November 1976, there was further dead-

lock until an agreement-was reached on outside mediation. By Mid-

. L.__.

November, the dean of law at-Queen's University, Daniel Soberman,as
4. t

chosen to mediate. After a fUrther-month around tik e table, he managed
-

.

, to terminate the strife with thesigning of a r rn-to-wofk agreement

ty SPUL on 23 December 1076.10 The o'ffici 1 signing of the collective
.

. .

agreement did not take place dfitil 11.January 1977.
31

The settlemen;

was ratified'by 532 faculty,'83% of those present' at the SPUL meeting

which voted on this.

4

The contract, which runs unti131 May .108, of course, represents

a compromise, and thus not all the objections of um, to the running a&

the Universlty were fully mgt. A fixed\ilarrstructure, howe'er,'has

'law been settled. Salary levels are equal throughdUt the,UniveiSitme°-
s.

,Jexcept for the medical faculty). This was a demand on 'which SPUL had

to create the impression of wide support, even hough it would,mean'a

loss Df salary for some It was felt that the professors should be ,

' paid almeAbers of a university,'ancy, not.f, r what they might.be,worth on'

.

the professional market. The Law Faculty, whOse Menlbers'stood to 1pse

the most under the new wage agreement, were unhappy-with this and.are

30
Miranda to de-la Noile,

3E
.,. Convention collective

Professeurs.1975-1978."
. actively from 1 June'197

23 December 1976.

entre l'Uniyersite Laval et le,Syndica,t des
The salary scale was agreed to apply reefs:)-

, .

5.

21

U



striving for recognition of a separate union. THe majority of this f

Faculty did'not .ipport SPUL from the first,,andlhad 'attempted to
I

'I; -
. . t

retaliate with its own independent union. A request for accreditation

was refused on 4 June 1976, and a subsequent appeal.rejected on i0 Sep- )

-tember 1976 -.all this in the middle of SPDL's own negotiations, which

may have. weakened its claim to speak for the entire Laval faculty.32
.

Amore satisfactory solution hag been reached, from the union'

33:
point of view, on the tenure question. probation i now 'limited s"

,

to a maximum of five yeArs; after trh±th'eline assistant or adjunct pro -
6

,fessor, if his contractis extended, autoMatically receives tenure,
.4- .4

even if he remains at the same rank. Te:is now, however, eligible to
. .

apply for agi6ation (an associate profes'sorship) , c.iithoue which tenure

was Previously impossible. At any stage of:his tareer when.he is b%ing

evaluated for promotion ox contract renewal' the. ,professor must be '.

forewarned of this, and given the opportuni y to inspect his personnel

file, on which the decision willbe based, nd to deposit any additional 4".

coinmentary he considers app.ropriate.teCtne eports on himself contalhed

therein.
34

There is now a much greater guar ntee,ojob security: even

11 the University declares a post redundant,Ot is obliged, in the case

'35
of tenured faculty, to offer a new.poiition to the professor.

I

32 Labour Decisions (CCH Canadian Limited, 19746 Para. 14;054: Syndicat,

des Professeurs de la Faculty de Droit de l!Universite Laval v.

Syndicat des Professeurs de l'Universite Lavaet al.

33 u ConventiOn.collective..." Articl16.
4

34.
Article 14.06 and 14.16.

35-
Ibid. Article 17.

A4
aar 2r)'' ,

1

o
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The procedures for selection and hiring are spelt out`in great'

detail 'in the corlective agreement, with full involvement of the de-.

partmental assembly, yet still it remains the administration which

1

ma's the final choice.
36

The.head of department must refer his
.

version of the job description 'and seletion criteria, which he makes

in accordance with tFr departmental development plan, to the depart-

mental assembly for its approval. In the event that the assembly dis-

agrees with'it, he must sumMon a further. meeting within a fortnight '

either to present a new version or to justify again his original pro-

potal. The head of department "then decides on the job 'description

and,the-special.selection (my.emphasis GJG). In other

words, the voice of. the assembly could' theoreticallYttill.count Lot

)L* little at this stage,. .The assembly then elects a.telection committee

of two to five professairs, which, after considering. the candidahes

submits 'a list in order of preference of
.

those whom it considers suit-

able. The vole assembly then undertakes an examinaticin,case by case,

, -

and draws up its own order of priority. After this, the head of de-.
-4

partment writes his "appreciation of the pertinence Of the years of

experience of the candidates selected by fhe assembly":and forwards

Te_list with these comments (and if necessary, the selection committee's

opposing comments, and/or his complete'disapProval of one or more of the

candidates) to the vice-rector for academic affairs.. The latter then

makes the appointment,\eithout being bound to accept the order of the

list, or to justify refusing the first'choice.-- If, -however, he rejects

36
Ibid. Article 12.

1.

-
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. .
. ,

the' entire list,e must call upon the heacilk6f department to begin
0
the

4 proceSs all over again, Since he is obliged to appoint someone from an

assembly approved list. Thus the faculty themselves do,'now choose those'

fl-om whom an appointment, will be made', but the fi nal decision remainsin

the hands of the adminisi6tors.

,

Whereas the departmental assembly_estbliahes the cr iteriaofor the

. .,,
.

evaluation of a professor, it 'is solely thi.,head o5 department who ,p
. i . .

termineg promotions and contract renewals. HoweNr, the hotly-contested .

. .. .

righ-, of appeal is nowlwritten'into the collective agreement. The

appeals committee consists of one person designated by the vice-rector

for academic affArs, and one by SPUL, ritesided over by a third person

1
drawn from astanding list of ten, names (agreed upon by both parties)

of 'members of the University or persons familiar with the university"'

environment." This committee as the power to.:

a) annul or uphold the decision of non-renewal;
b) grant or refuse promotion and'tenure;

c) order the re-instatement of a professor;
d) establish the level of any compensation which is justifild;'
e)- hand down any ruling, which it deems appropriate in the

circuthstances.37'

It, is thus strong enough, ati sufficiently impartial, to correct eds-
.

.Crimina,tion or unfair decisions.

The position of the heads of department at Laval is still rather

different from that of their (counterparts in the more progressive and

liberal structure Of the'Universite du Quebec. A provision in the

Quebec. Labour Code prevents Management members from joining a.union of .,

employees. This 10 to some complication when it was attempted to apply,

this regulation to a university. The rector and deans were held to be

37
Ibid. Article 16.12, 16.14, and 16.15.
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the veritableThWanagers, but what about the heads of department.and

vlice7deans? Labour tribunals !in the early 1970s ruled that these

officers, elected as they were for a limited time by'their colleagues,

. could be considered as eligible for union:membership, since at the

Universite du Quebec; dftartment heads received their instructions

from the department, nbt the university. This is not yet the case

in all the older uilversities.
38

'There are now-safeguards, then, aitinst thefdlmer sweeping

powers of the tdministration, though the latter has not been left in

e
a visikly-_weak position by the strike settlement. Already in 1977,

,

the dean of the Law Facuity'has twice tried to hurry,through a new

appointment, bypassing the new selection procedures on the grounds

of urgency: the assembly brought him to order. One safeguard of the

due processes is the predominant position of SPUL. Indeed, the col-

,lective agreement describes one of the three prime, functions of the

university as "participation" (along with teaching, and the advance-

ment of,1nowledge). Participatory activities are defined ip it,

somewhat tautologically, as thsgoiwhich contribute to the functioning

of the university, and union affairs are specifically-singled out for

mention.
39

-,-

e questidn sof whether SKIL can continue to assert itself vis-

_vis the administration will depend on whether support for the d&nion

is maimtained At present, it numbers some 86% of the academic staff'.

F

38
Cate, _p 38f.

o,

39
""ConventiOn collective...," Article 13:02 and 13.05.
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As mentioned above, the Law Faculty would opt out at the first oppor-,

,

' -tunity. There. are
.0

sir,ns that union support is droppilag slightly at
4

other universities. The union.at l'eniversite du Quebec ontreal

(UQAX), for example, in'this Winter's strike over 'the negotiation of
. .

. .

its third collective agreement, lost through resignation the support
'AI .

f a significant number of faculty from the department of busineds
' I,

1 .
.

administration, who announced' that they did not _believe, the strike to
. .

Ai . .

bean aaproptiate means of'solving the dispute.
4 0

Unless the adm1nis-

trators flagrantlyglaMbehave, it may be difficult to mobilise the
vt

entire Laval faculty fora strike gain, should SPUL consider this ',..

,. . .
.

.

necessary during their 1978 'negotiations, when-the present agre'ement
.

. .,.

expires,

It may well be that SPUL would shun strike.4ction so soon after.'

.-

the last one because of Vie heavy financial burden. The union incurred_

debts of ,$S00,400 in, strike support, of which some $150,000. was subs

. /0
quently deferred by the Contributions of unions at other,uniVersities.

o

. .-.
.

What makes a fUrther strike in 1978 unlikely.lsithat the 1976 Laval

.. .

strike (and*a concurrent one at the UnivArsityof Quebec at Montreal)
-..: i

fo have giyen bifth to a nee elffhission of enquiry intO tigher education

in Quebec. The Council of Quebec Universities (a goveinmen4 body con-,

trolling the budget) has requeited ti4Minisnr of Education to investi-
,

O

ogate no only the aceduntebility'of the universities, which now receive anhuali

40
."Faiulty now on_strike-at two Quebec universities," University Affairs,

December 1976. .

41
"Laval Strike Ends with Victory for, Faculty" Canadian Association of

Universit7 Thechers bulletin, Vol. 25, No. '1, January 1977,,p. 1.
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some $600 million from the

23

.
'74*. .

provincial government, but also to examine

:in particular the respective responsibilities of teachers and adminis-

tratons.
42

While it is certain that the government would like to

rest4ct the power of the unions, dt may -jell now be. that a'repoTt

with the authority o -such a commission will have sufficient force to
.,

i

remove any immediate,grievances-and create a working compromise for

all Concerned.-

42 .

"New' body to beset up after controversial Quebec strikes," Times______
Higher EducatiowSupplement, 15 Aril 1977, p. 12. ,7' 4

. 4 '.. . ,
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